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Abstract: ăeprocesses for environmental review and public participationmandated by theNational Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and
the 2005 Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Eﬃcient Transportation Equity Act – A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) have become overly time-
consuming and costly in transportation planning. ăis paper focuses on the implementation of transportation policy, highlighting how its
complex nature challenges the traditional policy process theories. Federal and local perspectives are used as a basis for top-down and bottom-
up implementation models. In addition, the authors discuss the conĔicting nature of transportation policy implementation within decision
processing and suggest an implementation tool that can aid transportation and planning professionals. ăe authors suggest that the use and
integration of existing data from geospatial technologies and economic modeling can result in a visual Multiple Criteria Decision Making
(MCDM) model that can aid in streamlining and enhancing the NEPA process, agency coordination, and public participation in diﬀerent
administration levels.
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1 Introduction
From 1956 up until the current transportation legislation,
transportation policy has evolved from relatively simple plan-
ning for federal and state highway construction and mainte-
nance, to planning and maintaining a complex nationwide
multimodal system. Transportation legislation requires mul-
timodal planning, taking into account railways, airports, pub-
lic transit systems, bikeways and walkways. Additionally, to-
day’s transportation legislation requires consideration for all
of this as well as direct, indirect, and induced infrastructure
impacts to the local culture, environment and economy. ăe
authors assert that the implementation of transportation pol-
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icy is an exclusive action that deviates from the traditionally
deđned steps in the policy process (agenda setting, policy for-
mulation, policy legitimation, policy implementation, policy
and program evaluation, and policy change).
In addition, the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process highlights the needs that lead “complexiđca-
tion” in transportation planning and implementation. Trans-
portation and planning oﬃcials indicate that the NEPA pro-
cess is an annoyance. Tripp and Alley (2004) report that a
considerable percentage of transportation practitioners com-
plain that conducting an adequate environmental review takes
too much time and costs too much money. Conversely, en-
vironmental groups also are calling for reforms, including:
more consideration of project alternatives by lead agencies; in-
creased public participation in theNEPAprocess; and height-
ened judicial scrutiny of environmental review documents.
On one hand, agency oﬃcials indicate that NEPA has “lost
its way.” On the other hand, environmentalists argue that
agency oﬃcials are not concerned with NEPA compliance,
but instead focused on project implementation.
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It is evident that the NEPA process is hindering trans-
portation oﬃcials and environmentalists. For planners, the
completion of Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) is
too costly and too time-consuming; for environmentalists,
the review process does not place a high enough priority on
project alternatives or public participation. In addition to
the EIS constraints, transportation project implementation
has changed dramatically over the past decades. Instead of
transportation planners focusing on the development of ru-
ral farmland, they are now challenged with the development
of transportation projects that aﬀect urban surroundings. Be-
cause of the complexities that exist within the framework of
constructing new corridors in urban societies, planners need a
systematic framework for decision making. With both sides
of the debate calling for environmental review reforms and
with streamlining emphasis in SAFETEA-LU, TEA-21, and
Executive Order #13274, an assessment of the implementa-
tion process is appropriate.
ăis article highlights the complex nature of transporta-
tion policy and planning and presents a systematic decision-
making model that can aid planners. ăis research demon-
strates how a decision-making tool was utilized in the NEPA
process for the I-269 corridor. ăe discussion presented in
this article is part of the project Streamlining Environmen-
tal and Planning Processes (SEPP) of the National Consor-
tium on Remote Sensing in Transportation – Environmental
Assessment (NCRST-EA), to conduct structured research to
streamline the EIS process and promote the modernization
of transportation systems. ăe project was sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Transportation – Research and Innova-
tive Technology Administration (USDOT-RITA).ăe goals,
materials and đndings addressed in the study area are tangible
and compatible with Federal needs, as well as transferable to
other locations.
ăis article has six main sections. First, is an overview of
the “complexiđcation” of transportation policy and planning
due to current legislation. Second, the article highlights vari-
ous transportation planning approaches that contribute to the
complexity of implementing transportation policy. Next, a
Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) model is pre-
sented as a tool to assist planners and stake holder during the
planning and implementation process. Fourth, a discussion of
the I-269 corridor is used to highlight various approaches and
perspectives associated with the development and implemen-
tation of the corridor. Fiĕh, đndings regarding the utilization
of the MCDMmodel are presented, followed by concluding
remarks.
2 Transportation-based legislative
background
Today, transportation professionals are forced to navigate
through a labyrinth of transportation planning procedures,
legislation, and regulations that are intended to guide the
planning process but in fact greatly complicate it.
ăe InterstateHighway Program, launched in 1956, has of-
ten been called the greatest public works projects in history.
It also has been one of the United States’ most successful fed-
eral programs,more than fulđllingPresidentDwightD.Eisen-
hower’s prediction that it would “change the face of Amer-
ica.” ăe Interstate era began with consensus about the de-
sirability of building the Interstate System despite the spec-
trum of transportation interests and political shadings. How-
ever, by the end of the 1980s, the Interstate System was 97.5
percent completed, and aĕer a 30-year period of accomplish-
ments and controversies, that consensus had disappeared (Be-
imborn and Puentes 2003). Competition for federal funding,
environmental concerns, and the fragmentation of authority
made reauthorization of transportation legislation more chal-
lenging. At the same time, the transformation of state and lo-
cal public transportation from a private industry to a public
utility was creating another set of demands for federal fund-
ing.
ăe environmental movement, which had not entered the
public consciousness in 1956 but was well established by the
1980s, had created national commitments that challenged the
builders of the Interstate Highway System. ăese environ-
mental commitments aﬀected the debate on, and passage of,
future transportation legislation.
ăe transportation goals of state and city oﬃcials oĕen
conĔicted (Beimborn and Puentes 2003). As a result, fed-
eral policy began to shiĕ. President Ronald Reagan, who
favored a “New Federalism” in which activities he believed
to be state responsibilities under the Constitution would be
devolved to the states, began challenging the federal govern-
ment’s role in transportation. As a result, the Surface Trans-
portation and Uniform Relocation Assistance Act of 1987
(STURAA), which became law on April 2, 1987, was widely
viewed in Congress and in the transportation community as
the last authorization bill of the Interstate era. It authorized
$87.6 billion in spending over đve years, including $17 billion
for interstate construction that, the STURAA report said,
”will provide the states suﬃcient funds to complete the sys-
tem”. As Senator Patrick Moynihan, who would continue to
play a major role in the craĕing of transportation legislation,
told the Senate during the STURAAdebate, ”We are about to
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enter a new era.” While everyone seemed to agree that the ex-
piration of STURAA authorizations in 1991 would mark the
end of the Interstate era, the exact nature of the post-Interstate
era remained amystery (Beimborn and Puentes 2003). Trans-
portation planning was no longer simply a federal road build-
ing enterprise.
In early 1987, the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) formed a task force known as the Futures Group,
comprised of seniormanagers divided into 19working groups.
ăe charge from Executive Director Richard D. Morgan was
to take a “strategic look” at the issues, trends, technologies and
program options that would aﬀect highways in the mid-range
future (through 2005) and the long-range future (through
2020). ăiswould be, he said, “a zero-based review;” If the Fu-
tures Group concluded that the federal-aid highway program
was no longer needed aĕer the completion of the Interstate
System, so be it. Each working group created papers on as-
pects of surface transportation and the role of government as
input for policy-makers (Weingroﬀ 2001).
One of the most important events aﬀecting transportation
legislation occurred on November 15, 1990, when President
George H.W. Bush signed the Clean Air Act Amendments of
1990 (CAAA). Although CAAA, like all bills, was a result of
collaboration, it was chieĔy the product of the Senate Com-
mittee on Environment and PublicWorks and especially Sen.
Moynihan, chairman of theWater Resources, Transportation,
and Infrastructure Subcommittee.
CAAA is yet another example of the complexiđcation of
transportation planning. It established criteria for attaining
and maintaining National Ambient Air õuality Standards
(NAAQS) developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and mandated that transportation plans, pro-
grams, and projects conform to a “State Implementation Plan”
for attaining theNAAQS compliance. Areas that had notmet
the NAAQS standards must act within a set time frame to re-
duce emissions. ăe EPA was given authority to impose sanc-
tions, including the loss of federal-aid highway funds, to force
compliance with the requirements of the NAAQS (ibid).
ăe provision of the CAAA reĔected a growing public sen-
timent that the automobile was at the center of the air qual-
ity problem as well as many other problems. Although the
CAAA established strong requirements, it provided no fed-
eral funds to state and local governments to help them comply.
ăis new law, which placed surface transportation at the cen-
ter of the đght for cleaner air, was a landmark product of the
same committee that would develop the Inter-modal Surface
TransportationEﬃciencyAct of 1991 (ISTEA).ăe commit-
tee, and especially Moynihan, would see ISTEA as an oppor-
tunity to provide the funds and Ĕexibility that were lacking in
CAAA.
President George H. W. Bush declared ISTEA to be ”the
most important transportation bill since President Eisen-
hower started the Interstate System 35 years ago,” and stated
that “[t]his bill also means investment in America’s economic
future, for an eﬃcient transportation system is absolutely es-
sential for a productive and eﬃcient economy.”He added that
“ăe future of American transportation begins today” (Beim-
born and Puentes 2003).
ISTEA and its reauthorizations, the Transportation Eq-
uity Act for the Twenty-First Century (TEA-21) (1998),
and the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Eﬃcient Transportation
Equity Act – A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) (2005),
emphasized protecting the environment, identifying direct
and indirect economic impacts, and including ample pub-
lic participation in the transportation planning and program-
ming processes. TEA-21 required not just state DOTs but
alsoMetropolitanPlanningOrganizations (MPOs) topredict
population and employment growth patterns and to involve
interested citizens in the process. ăis legislation required en-
vironmental and economic impact reviews andpublic involve-
ment opportunities during the development and amendment
of several transportation planning activities—viz. metropoli-
tan and rural long range transportation plans, Transportation
Improvement Plans, the long range Statewide Transportation
Plan, the State Transportation Improvement Program, and in-
dividual project plans. ăis article focuses on the implemen-
tation of this multifaceted, multidisciplinary and multipur-
pose transportation legislativemandate. ăe following section
highlights how diﬀerent approaches to transportation policy
can draw attention to various tensions during the implemen-
tation process.
3 Transportation policy
Early literature on policy implementation highlights two con-
trasting implementation models : top-down and bottom-up.
ăe top-down model does not account for lower-level actors,
resource limitations, and various constraints that can hinder
the policy implementation process (Bailey andMosher 1968;
Birkland 2005; Derthick 1970). In transportation planning,
the legislation itself takes a top-down perspective. ăis legis-
lation has a primary purpose which focuses onmid- and long-
term national and regional mobility and economic develop-
ment.
However, in the implementation of this legislation, there is
also a bottom-up emphasis (Lipsky 1971). ăis implementa-
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tion model explains action that deals with the local issues of
economic development and environmental justice, as well as
the local resources that are included in the review of environ-
mental impacts, and cultural and historical sites (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Top-down and bottom-up transportation planning
approaches.
3.1 The top-down approach: The demand for
transportation corridors
Today’s transportation system faces safety issues, traﬃc con-
gestion, freight movement constraints, the lack of intermodal
connectivity, and environmental concerns. SAFETEA-LU
attempts to address these issues and lay the groundwork for
addressing future challenges. ăe federal top-down legisla-
tion was developed to provide opportunities for state and lo-
cal planners and stakeholders to solve transportation concerns
in the local community with a bottom-up approach. In ad-
dition, SAFETEA-LU encourages eﬃcient and eﬀective fed-
eral transportation programs by promoting collaborative ef-
forts from all stakeholders.
As national transportation legislation develops, national
leaders continue to emphasize the long-term national eco-
nomic impacts related to developing and implementing a
streamlined transportation network. According to TEA-21,
transportation projects should “support the economic vitality
of the metropolitan area, especially by enabling global com-
petiveness, productivity, and eﬃciency” (U.S. Department
of Transportation 2008). In a global economy, transporta-
tion oﬃcials must account for how the transportation sys-
tem will inĔuence the economic development and growth of
a region. However, this national motivation to propel the
transportation network forward can be hindered by local, re-
gional and state issues. During the implementation of trans-
portation plans, and during actual design and construction of
transportation facilities, conĔicts and competing ideas oĕen
emerge at the local level.
3.2 The bottom-up approach: Local implications
Speciđc implementation issues related to highway projects can
cause contention and conĔict. Before a facility is actually con-
structed, transportation planners are required byNEPA to in-
vestigate impacts due to a project’s implementation. For ex-
ample, before a corridor is approved, state transportation of-
đcials are required to identify the potential social, economic,
and environmental eﬀects associated with the facility’s con-
struction. ăe EIS is the legally required documentation of
the technical concepts, purpose and need, projected impacts,
corridor alternatives, and recommendations toward the đ-
nal decision made by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA).
ăe process of preparing an EIS can expose stark con-
trasts between national legislative policies and local socio-
economic, cultural, and environmental issues. For example,
developers and commercial interests emphasize the potential
economic impacts associated with an improvement or the
construction of a highway project. Conversely, environmen-
tal and cultural resource agencies focus on the environmen-
tal and cultural impacts that may result from the same trans-
portation actions. ConĔicts may emerge because stakeholders
will either gain or lose something if/when the highway is con-
structed.
Because local actors at the community, regional, or state
levels may have intimate knowledge of the physical or polit-
ical landscape, their inĔuence into the process can either help
or hinder certain initiatives and policies. To address tensions
and diﬀering values during the implementation process, the
authors used a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) ap-
proach. ăe following section presents a background of the
model as well as how data was integrated. Lastly, the authors
illustrate a prototype of the model utilized in this research.
4 Technologies to improvemodern
transportation planning
In transportation, delays to projects are frequently due to
opposition, conĔicting interests and diﬀering opinions, and
value judgments by stakeholders, resource agencies, planning
organizations, and others. From the federal freight analysis
to cultural and environmental impacts in local communities,
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transportation corridors address multiple goals, multiple fac-
tors, and consequently multiple impacts (negative and posi-
tive).
4.1 Multi-criteria decisionmaking
Realistic decision-making problems are too complex to be ad-
dressed based on a single criterion or a narrow perspective.
Multiple actors coupled with multiple (and sometimes con-
Ĕicting) regulations create an atmosphere of tension if not out-
right conĔict. Due to the many factors aﬀecting the decision-
making process, the lack of a unique solution and the plural-
ity of opinions, computational tools can aid in conĔict reso-
lution and support decision making. MCDM oﬀers a frame-
work wherein diﬀering opinions, priorities and values may be
dealt with in a structured process that considers decision fac-
tors, ranks factor criteria, and allocates weights to factors so
that results reĔect the appropriate priority of each factor con-
sidered (Sadasivuni et al. 2009).
Multi-Criteria Decision Making describes a body of the-
ories and strategies originating with the work of Vilfredo
Pareto, particularly his optimal strategy to aggregate oppos-
ing criteria into a single index, đrst presented in 1896 (Eisen-
ring et al. 2000). Despite strong roots in economics and busi-
ness management, modern MCDM has branches in other ar-
eas such as human resources, environmental management, en-
ergy planning, and marketing. ăese diﬀerent application
đelds have given rise to a variety of MCDM implementation
techniques, which Pardalos et al. (1995) classify into in four
categories: multi-objective mathematical programming, the
preference-disaggregation approach, the outranking-relations
approach, and multi-attribute utility theory.
ăe decision making involved in transportation planning
can employ techniques from the “European School,” which
developed robust theories that emphasize the consideration of
both positive and negative aspects for the criteria in order to
obtain the best calculation of the relative weights of the alter-
natives (Pastijn and Leysen 1989). However, gathering neg-
ative and positive inputs from decision makers, stakeholders,
and experts may be a diﬃcult task compared to a simple rank-
ing of preferred alternatives. In this case, the Analytical Hier-
archy Process proposed by Saaty (1980) presents a simple but
functional solution. Pastijn and Leysen (1989) state: “In con-
trastwith this approach there is the so-calledAmericanSchool
inwhich Saaty plays an important role with his ‘AnalyticalHi-
erarchy Process’ (AHP)Method in which there is no place for
incomparabilities.”
ăe Analytical Hierarchy Process is a method for multi-
criteria decision making that employs decision analysis math-
ematics in diﬀerent hierarchical levels to determine the pri-
orities of various alternatives using pair-wise comparisons of
diﬀerent decision elements with reference to a common cri-
terion. According to Saaty (Saaty 1994), AHP “can be used
to make direct resource allocation, beneđt/cost analysis, re-
solve conĔicts, design, and optimize systems.” Belton (1986)
described Saaty’s Analytic Hierarchy Process as a robust ap-
proach that is suited to wide use in practice.
Conceptually, MCDM can be implemented based on dif-
ferent approaches. Advances in informatics and spatial in-
formation provide a wide range of core-solutions. However,
AHP is becoming one of the most common methods of cou-
pling decision-making processes and geospatial analysis. In
fact, AHP is the simplest decision making method to be pro-
totyped that provides accurate results given a multitude of
complementing and conĔicting values (Kamrani and Nasr
2006). In geospatial analysis, AHPhas becomepopular due to
its straightforward implementation and positive results (No-
brega et al. 2009; Sadasivuni et al. 2009). ăese characteris-
tics served as the basis for this research to develop a simple
but functional geospatial AHP-based decision-making frame-
work which serves as a mechanism that ranks inputs and pro-
duces output maps input ranking–output maps mechanism
facilitating decisionmaking at diﬀerent levels. ăe coremech-
anism is a geospatial analysis structure that combines geo-
graphic information and critical input values towards graphic
deliverables that represent the best-feasible solutions regard-
ing conĔicting values.
ăe research goal is to reproduce the traditional corri-
dor planning-alignment deđnition as developed for the I-
269 through MCDM-AHP. Geographic Information Sys-
tems (GIS) and MCDM are combined to provide a multi-
scale framework supporting the mechanization of the process
(Figure 2).
Figure 2: Top-down approach proposed by NCRST-SEPP.
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4.2 Geographic Information Systems
As previously discussed, more factors and attributes have to be
considered in transportation planning decision-making pro-
cesses today than in past decades. Context sensitive design,
smart growth, and sustainability have become key factors in
the planning and design of modern transportation projects.
GIS are among the instruments used to modernize the pro-
cess.
Geographic Information Systems are capable of handling
massive amounts of data. In a broadperspective, the keymech-
anismofGIS is its ability to combine and analyze spatial infor-
mation. Diﬀerent types of information are layered and com-
bined geographically in a “McHargian approach.” So the over-
lay, spatial relationship and computer-based capabilities per-
mit complex analysis and reports. Figure 3 illustrates diﬀerent
spatial data layered to compute a route between two sites.
When coupled with physical or economic models, GIS
may be employed to transform and manipulate spatial and at-
tribute data as needed to express values for evaluation criteria,
such as the cost of diﬀerent alternatives, population exposure
to diﬀerent levels of health risk, and the distribution of road
network concentrations in diﬀerent areas of a city.
In the sphere of transportation, GIS has been widely used
in various areas, from planning tomanagement. However, the
transportation planning process is constantly evolving in re-
sponse to the dynamics of land use, policy implementation,
and economic and environmental impacts. Today, sustain-
ability is frequently speciđed as a target for transportation
projects, requiring assessment of environmental and socioeco-
nomic impacts aswell as risk assessment (Nobrega et al. 2009).
GIS and decision-making frameworks are vital to encapsulate
and process all these constraints. We hypothesize that the in-
teraction between decision makers, public participation, and
transportation planners is an essential element of the trans-
portation planning process that can be enhanced though an
interactive GIS-basedMCDM.
Sadagopan (2000) states that the integration of interactive
maps, audio, text, video, and other forms of community or city
related data with analytical tools could help the public access
and understand information. Similarly, Nobrega et al. (2009)
note the importance of the stakeholders and decision mak-
ers on understanding inputs and outputs about theGIS-based
decision-making process.
4.3 Prototyping a tool based on AHP-MCDM and GIS
Aiming to connect the theoretical AHP-GIS models within
real demands from transportation planners, two minor mod-
iđcations are proposed in Nobrega (2009) and Nobrega and
O’Hara (2009) regarding interactions among transportation
practitioners:
 A direct ranking from decision makers and stakeholders
to avoid pair-wise inputs (Figure 4);
 A scale-adaptive MCDM approach that makes it pos-
sible to combine factors and criteria in diﬀerent levels
within the decision-making process.
ăe overall goal is to make MCDM accessible and useful
from both top-down and bottom-up perspectives in trans-
portation planning. Making a GIS-based decision-making
method understandable and available to transportation prac-
titioners is one of the key goals of the SEPP project. ăus,
the proposed MCDM framework utilizes rankings as inputs
instead of pair-wise comparisons for factors and attributes ac-
cording to the diﬀerent hierarchical levels. ăe reasons are:
 Pair-wise comparison is an exhausting task when a large
amount of criteria and factors is required;
 a ranking list of the preferred factors and criteria speeds
up the process; and
 ranking is more suitable than pair-wise comparison for
public participation.
ăe system is designed to simplify the decision-making pro-
cesses. ăe core solution is Ĕexible and suitable for use at dif-
ferent scales. From the top-down standpoint, the factors and
attributes are on macro transportation and economic issues,
whereas the bottom-up perspective considers a diversity of lo-
cal issues regarding the positive and negative possible impacts
of the transportation corridor. In practice, the MCDM-GIS
framework is designed to streamline and enhance the NEPA
process, agency coordination, and public participation. ăe
authors evaluated this tool in the context of the planning pro-
cess for the I-269 corridor near Memphis, Tennessee. ăe fol-
lowing section presents an overview of the “complexiđcation”
of the corridor. By identifying federal, regional, and local per-
spectives, the authors highlight the various values that emerge
during the implementation process.
5 Case study: The I-69/I-269 corridor
5.1 Federal Perspectives
Interstate Highway 69 is a national project that will connect
Canada and Mexico. ăe highway includes eight states from
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Figure 3: Typical use of GIS, integrating diﬀerent types of data from a variety of sources to compute an optimal route.
Figure 4: ProposedMCDM Ĕowchart for transportation planning (Nobrega 2009).
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the Gulf of Mexico and Texas Golden Triangle, through the
Mississippi Delta, the Midwest, to the industrial north and
đnally to Canada. ăe states included in the entire project
are Arkansas, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mis-
sissippi, Tennessee, and Texas (Figure 5).
Figure 5:ăe I-69 national corridor.
ăe proposed I-69, which was “designed by Congress in
the Intermodal Surface Transportation Eﬃciency Act of 1991
(ISTEA) to connect major cities and enhance economic de-
velopment” (U.S. Department of Transportation 2006, 1), is
a signiđcant transportation project that potentially will al-
ter the trade Ĕow within North America. Aĕer the enact-
ment of the North American Free Trade Agreement of 1992
(NAFTA), the trade community projected a signiđcant in-
crease in trade Ĕow from Mexico and Canada to the United
States. With these projections, TEA-21 (signed into law June
9, 1999) oﬃcially authorized and prioritized I-69 as a national
interstate project.
According to the Federal Highway Administration, the
overall deđned purpose of I-69 is:
“To improve international and interstate trade in accor-
dance with national and state goals; to facilitate economic de-
velopment in accordance with state, regional, and local poli-
cies and plans, and to improve surface transportation consis-
tent with national, state, regional, and local needs with the
Congressional designation of the corridor” (U.S. Department
of Transportation 2006, 3).
5.2 I-269: Regional Perspectives
ăe 1600-mile national interstate project was divided into
32 Sections of Independent Utility (SIUs). Each SIU is sub-
ject to design and evaluation by the transportation agency of
the state in which the SIU is located. ăe SIUs were desig-
nated in “…a manner consistent with FHWA Memorandum
dated November 3, 1993 on establishing logical termini, and
have been approved for advancement to the FHWA NEPA
decision-making process” (U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion 2006, 4). ăe separation of the project into SIUs was in-
tended to enable state DOTs to concentrate on state and local
needs, as well as to identify scheduling deadlines and funding
constraints.
SIU #9 will accommodate traﬃc demands between Her-
nando,Mississippi, andMillington, Tennessee, reusing the ex-
isting I-55. However, because it traverses the metropolitan
area of Memphis, Tennessee, a new I-269 is proposed to by-
pass Memphis to the east. ăe length of I-269 is approxi-
mately 44 miles. According to the Mississippi Department
of Transportation (MDOT) and the Tennessee Department
of Transportation (TDOT), the purpose of I-269 is to “… in-
crease the accessibility of the region, stimulate economic de-
velopment, respond to local traﬃc growth and travel demands
of the public by providing high speed access-controlled facil-
ity that is responsive to traﬃc usage, reduce travel time by pro-
viding needed roadway links, improve safety, and enhance ac-
cess between communities and routes within the I-69 corri-
dor” (U.S. Department of Transportation 2006, 6).
As a segment of I-69, the development and construction
of I-269 assists in addressing national initiatives. At the re-
gional level, the purpose of I-269 in the context of SIU #9 is
to reduce congestion caused by increases in local traﬃc vol-
ume and regional travel demand by providing a high speed,
access-controlled facility that is responsive to traﬃc usage and
enhances access between communities and routes within the
I-69 corridor.
To construct the I-269 corridor, a “systems approach” was
adopted. A systems approach connects existing and proposed
interstates and other existing and proposed major highways
in a transportation network. Using this approach, MDOT
determined that an outer loop around eastern Memphis was
needed to accommodate traﬃc demand and to accomplish
highlighted objectives. According to the analysis reported in
(U.S. Department of Transportation 2006, iv), the project’s
objectives also include:
 To add 45miles of new highway and connect 55miles of
existing highway;
 to enhance mobility by providing northbound and
southbound travelers with an alternative route to avoid
bottleneck and existing congestion; and
 to provide regional transportation access to the smaller
cities and municipalities aroundMemphis.
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By adding general lanes and upgrading the current highway,
the I-269 corridor is projected to increase access to cities and
industrial parks near Memphis; the corridor is also expected
to improve the connectivity of multiple highways, potentially
reducing the likelihood of congestion.
5.3 Local perspectives
Although the national purpose of this corridor emphasizes the
movement of international freight, enhancement of potential
economic development opportunities, and potential traﬃc ef-
đciencies, transportation planners are faced with multilevel
and multidisciplinary decisions. ăe following highlights the
“complexiđcation” of modern day transportation policy im-
plementation; because transportation project can have dra-
matic aﬀects on the local community, planners are taskedwith
identifying a community’s resources and values. ăese high-
lighted community resources have varied associated values de-
pending on the stakeholder domain in question. ăese value
judgments may aﬀect the alignment patterns of a corridor.
For example, for the I-269 corridor, transportation oﬃcials
conducted eight “early” pubic involvement meetings and four
public hearings in locations throughout the study area. ăe
meetings highlighted the purpose of and need for I-269. In
addition, transportation planners probed for feedback regard-
ing local concerns and issues that may result from the con-
struction of I-269. According to the U.S. DOT,
“Concerns expressed by the public included increased air
and noise pollution, impacts to neighborhoods and schools,
wetlands, and archeological sites and historical resources,
safety, loss of property, ampliđed urban sprawl, lower prop-
erty values, the transportation of hazardous materials, and the
creation of a drug traﬃc corridor” (U.S. Department of Trans-
portation 2006, 241).
Overall, 1180 individuals attended the four public hear-
ings. ăe analysis indicates that the local citizens were over-
whelmingly concerned about the potential economic devel-
opment opportunities associated with the new transportation
corridor. At the public hearing in Southaven, Mississippi,
several comments were made about the overall positive eco-
nomic impact of the project. In addition to public hearings,
456 responses were received by the transportation planners.
ăese responses were concerned with impacts to neighbor-
hoods and schools, property values, noise and air pollution,
Ĕooding, urban sprawl, and loss of wetlands and agricultural
đelds. ăese diﬀerences between the values expressed by pub-
lic participants and the values expressed by other stakehold-
ers regarding the implementation of a transportation corridor
can develop into a contentious impasse that requires signiđ-
cant resources and oĕen lengthy litigation to achieve resolu-
tion. Figure 6 illustrates typical meetings between transporta-
tion practitioners involved in the I-269 corridor project and
local community.
(a)Millington, TN (June 21, 2004).
(b)Byhalia, MS (June 28, 2004).
Figure 6: I-269 public hearings.
ăe remainder of this paper highlights howMCDMcan be
utilized as a decision-making framework that can help trans-
portation planners prioritize the values between national and
local stakeholders and facilitate the interaction with local cit-
izens. ăe authors applied the framework to the I-269 plan-
ning and alignment process to streamline biophysical, socio-
economic and cultural elements considered in the decision
making process. ăe following section highlights how the
MCDM model would be beneđcial for planners to identify
stakeholder values and prioritize them for project implemen-
tation.
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6 Findings: ApplyingMCDM to the I-269
corridor
Once the transportation professionals and resource agency
personnel input their respective priorities, multiple corridor
alignment scenarios can be displayed. Figure 7 shows how
diﬀering priorities produce diﬀering alignments in a simple
scenario. ăe brown path illustrates the selected alignment
as designed by transportation practitioners fromMDOT and
TDOT; the other three are based on MCDM scenarios, de-
signed automatically as GIS-based least-cost paths. All three
MCDM paths prioritize avoiding urban areas, so all three
paths run south of the Memphis area; however, the prioriti-
zation of the other variables shiĕs the alignment substantially.
In Path 1, avoidance of urban areas was valued the strongest
(over 60% of weighting), while the other variables were as-
signed substantially lower weights, resulting in the southern-
most path. Path 2 still gives the highest priority to urban
avoidance, but does not prioritize this variable as highly as
Path 1. Additionally, Path 2 values avoidance of water (rivers,
streams, lakes, and ponds). ăerefore, Path 2 shiĕs substan-
tially north in order to avoid the water that Path 1 intersects
frequently. Path 3 also values urban avoidance most, but as-
signs a much higher priority to wetland avoidance than Paths
1 or 2. ăus, Path 3 shiĕs on the southwest side of the align-
ment oﬀ Path 1 for better wetland avoidance.
6.1 Local perspectives
ăe scale-adaptive MCDM approach streamlines the plan-
ning process by ranking appropriate factors and criteria across
scales to optimize transportation project design. From a
bottom-up standpoint, this can also take place in public in-
formation meetings and public hearings where participants
can input their values into a computer and display a path that
reĔects their priorities for the project. Participants can view
multiple options and then make a đnal selection. ăis pro-
vides an opportunity for both learning and involvement by
members of the public. ăe scenarios created during public
meetings can be included as part of the public comment sec-
tion of an EIS, along with scenario options, frequency of sce-
nario selection, and tabulation of participant priorities. Fig-
ure 8 illustrates how the priorities and values are integrated in
a GIS-basedMCDM process.
6.2 Streamlining Environmental Review and Planning
Process for NEPA
Likewise, given that an EIS must approve one of the corridor
alternatives or select the no-build alternative, scale-adaptive
MCDMcan beneđt transportation engineers as well by assist-
ing in the design of horizontal adjustments on the alignment.
From the engineering perspective, the inputs should include,
but not be limited to, soil type and condition, drainage, vol-
umeof cuts andđlls, amongothers. Figure 9 shows that the cu-
mulative low-cost corridor determined through the use of the
MCMD model follows the đnal alignment of I-269 closely.
ăe đnal alignment was designed aĕer lengthy traditional EIS
đeld work, which generated the parameters for comparative
analysis and selection of the preferred alignment.
Based on the Final Environmental Impact Statement for
SIU #9 (U.S. Department of Transportation 2006), factors,
criteria, and values were reproduced to serve as the basis for
the development of the SEPP project. Our solution blends
the hierarchical decision-making process (AHP) with multi-
scale geospatial analysis. Inputs ranged from freely available
federal data to local county data provided by the Depart-
ment of GIS of Desoto County, Mississippi. Figure 10 il-
lustrates a visual comparison of the đnal alignment of I-269
in Desoto County and the corridor computed using GIS-
based MCDM. ăe 1000-foot corridor (white) encapsulates
approximately 93 percent of the đnal alignment, demonstrat-
ing the feasibility of using the automated solution as pre-
NEPA đeld work. ăis can substantially streamline the oĕen-
protracted NEPA process by identifying a narrow corridor on
which resource staﬀ can focus.
7 Discussion and conclusions
GIS and MCDM are becoming key components in modern
transportation corridor planning. ăese technologies were
used to create a prototype decision-support tool that can be
utilized in the policy implementation phase of the policy
process. ăe ability of this tool to combine top-down and
bottom-up approaches facilitates deliberative dialogue and
conĔict resolution. However, the use of advanced technology
does not đt easily into simplistic policy process models. In-
sight into policy analysis and the policy paradox of decision
making can be found in the work of policy scholars such as
Deborah Stone, who notes, “By and large, academic writing
disparages politics as an unfortunate obstacle to good policy…
I believe we are all political creatures, in our daily lives as well
as in our governance, and Iwanted to construct amode of pol-
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Figure 7: Example of GIS-MCDM output. Alignments generated for regional corridor segment near Memphis, Tennessee.
icy analysis that accepts politics as a creative and valuable fea-
ture of social existence” (Stone 1998).
ăough Stone’s work focuses on policy analysis instead of
policy implementation, she also notes, “ăe đeld of policy
analysis is dominated by economics and itsmodel of society as
amarket. Amarket, as conceived in classical microeconomics,
is a collection of atomized individuals who have no commu-
nity life. ăey have independent preferences, and their rela-
tionship consist entirely of trading with one another to max-
imize their individual well being… I do not đnd the market
model a convincing description of the world I know or, for
that matter, any world I would want to live in” (Stone 1998).
ăese ideals can be applied to transportation policy im-
plementation theories as well. As technology advances and
MCDM methods improve, new models can and should be
created to move the policy đeld forward. Using this case
study as an example, theorists should discuss implementation
as it actually occurs, using a model of political community
in which both administrators and citizens can work toward
both the public interest as well as individual interests. Such
models can account for how people value and prioritize con-
Ĕicting issues, not just assume that individual preference is the
“sole” driving force. Without these advances in policy process
models, including policy creation, implementation and analy-
sis, transportation professionals will continue to suﬀer under
poorly craĕed legislation in a complex and oĕen adversarial
environment.
As Congress debates corporate bailouts, stimulus packages
andđnancial crisis, globalwarming, economics, health care re-
form, homeland security, and national defense, it seems un-
likely that the implementation of public policies will become
any easier. ăe increasing complexity of local, state, national,
and international issues requires new policy implementation
ideas, theories, and tools. ăese new policies will be both
top-down and bottom-up implementation challenges. ăe
lengthy and complex history of transportation policy in the
United State provides multiple opportunities for case study
analysis that could result in multiple innovations for public
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Figure 8: Local implications and hypothetical rankings (adapted fromNobrega and O’Hara 2009).
Figure 9:Horizontal adjustments and deđnition of preferred alignment based on local inputs.
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Figure 10:Overlay of the đnal SEPP 1000-foot (white) corri-
dor and300-foot (green) corridor and the proposed
I-269 (black). Background source: Google Earth.
policy modeling and advancement. Future research in this
area is necessary.
Policy regulations exist, as well as geospatial and deci-
sion making technology, to support transportation planning
projects. Understanding the complexity of public policy im-
plementation and the real use of the large body of academic
knowledge about GIS-based MCDM in transportation plan-
ning still depend on extensive clariđcations and integration
with existing practices in transportation planning. ăis arti-
cle highlights the need for demystiđcation of the policies and
technologies to aid eﬃciency in modern transportation plan-
ning. ăe SEPP project used a Ĕexible method that delivered
diverse alternatives according to diﬀerent input factors and
attributes in its decision-making process. ăe corridors pro-
duced from the SEPP project are similar to the EIS-approved
corridor of I-269 using traditional methods. Given the posi-
tive aspects of the SEPP research, as well as the applicability of
themethod as an innovative solutios for transportation policy
andplanning streamlining, themethodology shouldbe assem-
bled into a toolkit that could be disseminated to state depart-
ments of transportation.
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